Bologna, 11 January 2017

Prometeia wins the Liquidity Risk Management category
of 2016 Risk Technology Rankings
Prometeia, the global leader in Risk consulting and software solutions,
ranked first in the Liquidity Risk Management category of the Risk
Technology Rankings 2016.
The rankings recognize the best technology vendor in risk and derivatives
management worldwide. Winners have been determined exclusively by
Risk’s readers at financial firms who voted in an online survey throughout
October and November 2016.
Prometeia this year participated to the contest for the first time and
immediately came first in one of the risk management categories considered.
For more information on the rankings visit here.
"Such an acknowledgement is a remarkable achievement for us since it
comes directly from our solutions’ end-users," says Andrea Partesotti, Head
of the Enterprise Risk Management Area at Prometeia. “Our ‘one-stop
shop’ business model – based on a unique combination of consulting,
research, and specialized SW solution – fits perfectly the industry request for
greater project efficiency, that is why it is so widely appreciated.”
This award comes shortly after Prometeia raised its ranking in the 2017
RiskTech100® by Chartis, where it registered a notable improvement in all
assessment dimensions, continuing to be placed as a leader in the
Customer Satisfaction category.
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development, Prometeia is a global provider of consulting services and software solutions
focused on Risk, Performance & Wealth Management. With over 700 industry experts, we
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serve more than 200 financial institutions in 20 different countries, through a consolidated
network of foreign branches and subsidiaries located in Europe, Africa and the Middle East
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Risk magazine and Risk.net are among the main sources of information for the risk
management and financial trading technology communities. Part of the Incisive Media group,
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Risk.net has nearly 628,000 monthly page views, targeting business and finance executives,
industry analysts, professional advisors, academics and government officers, from all major
investment banks and asset management firms across the buy- and sell-side and other
specialist areas servicing the financial markets
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